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1 a composed of two or more parts composite a complex
mixture of chemicals b 1 of a word having a bound form as
one or more of its immediate constituents unmanly is a
complex word 2 of a sentence consisting of a main clause
and one or more subordinate clauses complex noun c bad
feeling c2 a particular anxiety or unconscious fear that a
person has especially as a result of an unpleasant experience
that they have had in the past or because they have a low
opinion of their own worth an inferiority complex i think he s
got a complex about being bald complex noun c bad feeling
c2 a particular anxiety or unconscious fear that a person has
especially as a result of an unpleasant experience that they
have had in the past or because they have a low opinion of
their own worth an inferiority complex i think he s got a
complex about being bald 1 adjective something that is
complex has many different parts and is therefore often
difficult to understand in depth coverage of today s complex
issues a complex system of voting her complex personality
complex machines synonyms complicated difficult involved
mixed more synonyms of complex an intricate or
complicated association or assemblage of related things
parts units etc the entire complex of our educational system
an apartment complex synonyms labyrinth tangle web
network intro to complex numbers google classroom learn
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what complex numbers are and about their real and
imaginary parts in the real number system there is no
solution to the equation x 2 1 in this lesson we will study a
new number system in which the equation does have a
solution adjective opal w opal s ˈkɒmpleks kəmˈpleks
ˈkɑːmpleks made of many different things or parts that are
connected difficult to understand synonym complicated a
complex problem issue process system a complex argument
subject complex machinery the complex structure of the
human brain a complex number is a combination of a real
number and an imaginary number real numbers are numbers
like 1 12 38 0 8625 3 4 2 a complex number is any number
that can be written as a b i where i is the imaginary unit and
a and b are real numbers a is called the real part of the
number and b is called the imaginary part of the number the
complex plane complex 1 kəmˈplɛks complicated in structure
2 ˈkɑmplɛks a conceptual whole made up of complicated and
related parts ipa guide other forms complexes people who
are really good at math can handle complex math problems
the rest of us are all set with simple stuff like the times
tables britannica dictionary definition of complex 1 more
complex most complex having parts that connect or go
together in complicated ways a complex system the house s
wiring is complex 2 more complex most complex not easy to
understand or explain not simple a complex problem the
situation is more complex than you realize v t e a complex is
a structure in the unconscious that is objectified as an
underlying theme like a power or a status by grouping
clusters of emotions memories perceptions and wishes in
response to a threat to the stability of the self in
psychoanalysis it is antithetical to drives a complex number
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is a combination of a real number and an imaginary number
examples 3 6 4 i 0 02 1 2 i 25 0 3 i 0 2 i putting a complex
number on a plane you may be familiar with the number line
but where do we put a complex number like 3 4i 1 as in
complicated having many parts or aspects that are usually
interrelated this medical device is a complex instrument that
requires careful handling complex issues regarding free
speech and school discipline synonyms similar words
relevance complicated intricate complicate sophisticated
convoluted tangled labyrinthine elaborate a complex
sentence is a sentence with one independent clause and at
least one dependent clause it works best when you need to
provide more information to explain or modify your sentence
s main point complex sentences are easy to spot as they
often use subordinating conjunctions like because since or
until to connect clauses noun how to use complex in a
sentence complex 1 of 2 noun definition of complex
synonyms for complex she has a complex about her
appearance such is life next to the largest port complex in
the country los angeles times 1 mar 2022 he was shot in the
parking lot of an apartment complex charlotte carroll si com
31 may 2018 to multiply two complex numbers z1 a bi and
z2 c di use the formula z1 z2 ac bd ad bc i what is a complex
number a complex number is a number that can be
expressed in the form a bi where a and b are real numbers
and i is the imaginary unit which is defined as the square
root of 1 5 2 the trigonometric form of a complex number
page id ted sundstrom steven schlicker grand valley state
university via scholarworks grand valley state university view
definitions for complex complex adjective as in involved
intricate compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest
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matches complicated convoluted strong matches composite
compound conglomerate manifold mosaic motley multiplex
weak matches circuitous compounded confused elaborate
entangled heterogeneous knotty chemistry mathematics
geology other uses see also complex look up complex or
complexes in wiktionary the free dictionary complex
commonly refers to complexity the behaviour of a system
whose components interact in multiple ways so possible
interactions are difficult to describe



complex definition meaning
merriam webster Apr 07 2024
1 a composed of two or more parts composite a complex
mixture of chemicals b 1 of a word having a bound form as
one or more of its immediate constituents unmanly is a
complex word 2 of a sentence consisting of a main clause
and one or more subordinate clauses

complex english meaning
cambridge dictionary Mar 06 2024
complex noun c bad feeling c2 a particular anxiety or
unconscious fear that a person has especially as a result of
an unpleasant experience that they have had in the past or
because they have a low opinion of their own worth an
inferiority complex i think he s got a complex about being
bald

complex definition in the cambridge
english dictionary Feb 05 2024
complex noun c bad feeling c2 a particular anxiety or
unconscious fear that a person has especially as a result of
an unpleasant experience that they have had in the past or
because they have a low opinion of their own worth an
inferiority complex i think he s got a complex about being
bald



complex definition and meaning
collins english dictionary Jan 04
2024
1 adjective something that is complex has many different
parts and is therefore often difficult to understand in depth
coverage of today s complex issues a complex system of
voting her complex personality complex machines synonyms
complicated difficult involved mixed more synonyms of
complex

complex definition meaning
dictionary com Dec 03 2023
an intricate or complicated association or assemblage of
related things parts units etc the entire complex of our
educational system an apartment complex synonyms
labyrinth tangle web network

intro to complex numbers article
khan academy Nov 02 2023
intro to complex numbers google classroom learn what
complex numbers are and about their real and imaginary
parts in the real number system there is no solution to the
equation x 2 1 in this lesson we will study a new number
system in which the equation does have a solution



complex adjective definition
pictures pronunciation and Oct 01
2023
adjective opal w opal s ˈkɒmpleks kəmˈpleks ˈkɑːmpleks
made of many different things or parts that are connected
difficult to understand synonym complicated a complex
problem issue process system a complex argument subject
complex machinery the complex structure of the human
brain

complex numbers math is fun Aug
31 2023
a complex number is a combination of a real number and an
imaginary number real numbers are numbers like 1 12 38 0
8625 3 4 2

the complex plane article khan
academy Jul 30 2023
a complex number is any number that can be written as a b i
where i is the imaginary unit and a and b are real numbers a
is called the real part of the number and b is called the
imaginary part of the number the complex plane



complex definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com Jun 28
2023
complex 1 kəmˈplɛks complicated in structure 2 ˈkɑmplɛks a
conceptual whole made up of complicated and related parts
ipa guide other forms complexes people who are really good
at math can handle complex math problems the rest of us
are all set with simple stuff like the times tables

complex definition meaning
britannica dictionary May 28 2023
britannica dictionary definition of complex 1 more complex
most complex having parts that connect or go together in
complicated ways a complex system the house s wiring is
complex 2 more complex most complex not easy to
understand or explain not simple a complex problem the
situation is more complex than you realize

complex psychology wikipedia Apr
26 2023
v t e a complex is a structure in the unconscious that is
objectified as an underlying theme like a power or a status
by grouping clusters of emotions memories perceptions and
wishes in response to a threat to the stability of the self in
psychoanalysis it is antithetical to drives



complex plane math is fun Mar 26
2023
a complex number is a combination of a real number and an
imaginary number examples 3 6 4 i 0 02 1 2 i 25 0 3 i 0 2 i
putting a complex number on a plane you may be familiar
with the number line but where do we put a complex number
like 3 4i

complex synonyms 134 similar and
opposite words merriam Feb 22
2023
1 as in complicated having many parts or aspects that are
usually interrelated this medical device is a complex
instrument that requires careful handling complex issues
regarding free speech and school discipline synonyms similar
words relevance complicated intricate complicate
sophisticated convoluted tangled labyrinthine elaborate

what is a complex sentence with
examples grammarly Jan 24 2023
a complex sentence is a sentence with one independent
clause and at least one dependent clause it works best when
you need to provide more information to explain or modify
your sentence s main point complex sentences are easy to
spot as they often use subordinating conjunctions like



because since or until to connect clauses

examples of complex in a sentence
merriam webster Dec 23 2022
noun how to use complex in a sentence complex 1 of 2 noun
definition of complex synonyms for complex she has a
complex about her appearance such is life next to the largest
port complex in the country los angeles times 1 mar 2022 he
was shot in the parking lot of an apartment complex
charlotte carroll si com 31 may 2018

complex numbers calculator
symbolab Nov 21 2022
to multiply two complex numbers z1 a bi and z2 c di use the
formula z1 z2 ac bd ad bc i what is a complex number a
complex number is a number that can be expressed in the
form a bi where a and b are real numbers and i is the
imaginary unit which is defined as the square root of 1

5 2 the trigonometric form of a
complex number Oct 21 2022
5 2 the trigonometric form of a complex number page id ted
sundstrom steven schlicker grand valley state university via
scholarworks grand valley state university



131 synonyms antonyms for
complex thesaurus com Sep 19
2022
view definitions for complex complex adjective as in involved
intricate compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest
matches complicated convoluted strong matches composite
compound conglomerate manifold mosaic motley multiplex
weak matches circuitous compounded confused elaborate
entangled heterogeneous knotty

complex wikipedia Aug 19 2022
chemistry mathematics geology other uses see also complex
look up complex or complexes in wiktionary the free
dictionary complex commonly refers to complexity the
behaviour of a system whose components interact in
multiple ways so possible interactions are difficult to describe
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